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Today, partly sunny, breezy, mild,
high 55. Tonight, partly cloudy,
breezy, a passing shower, low 39.
Tomorrow, partly sunny, windy,
high 52. Weather map, Page D8.

Today, mostly sunny, milder, high
40. Tonight, clear, not as cold as in
recent nights, low 32. Tomorrow,
mostly sunny, breezy, milder, high
45. Weather map is on Page B20.
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In Google’s Rebuke of China, Haiti Lies in Ruins; Grim Search for Untold Dead
Focus Falls on Cybersecurity
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Powerful Quake and Tsunami Devastate Northern Japan
Rescuers at Work
as Death Toll
Goes Up

Concerns Could Force White House to Weigh In
By MIGUEL HELFT and JOHN MARKOFF

SAN FRANCISCO — Even before Google threatened to pull out
of China in response to an attack
on its computer systems, the
company was notifying activists
whose e-mail accounts might
have been compromised by hackers.
In a world where vast amounts
of personal information stored
online can quickly reveal a network of friends and associates,
Google’s move to protect individuals from government surveillance required quick action. In
early January, Tenzin Seldon, a
20-year-old Stanford student and
Tibetan activist, was told by university officials to contact Google
because her Gmail account had
been hacked.
Ms. Seldon, the Indian-born
daughter of Tibetan refugees,
said she immediately contacted
David Drummond, Google’s chief
legal officer.
“David informed me that my
account was hacked by someone
in China,” Ms. Seldon said in a
telephone interview. “They were
concerned and asked whether
they could see my laptop.”
Ms.
Seldon
immediately
changed her password and became more careful of what she
wrote. She also allowed Google to
examine her personal computer
at the company’s request. Google
returned it this week, saying that
while no viruses or malware had
been detected, her account had
indeed been entered surreptitiously.

Google confirmed Ms. Seldon’s
account of events, but declined to
say whether it had notified other
activists who might have been
victims of hacking.
Mr. Drummond said that an attack originating in China was
aimed at its corporate infrastructure.
While the full scope of the attacks on Google and several dozen other companies remains unclear, the events set off immediate alarms in Washington, where
the Obama administration has
previously expressed concern
about international computer security and attacks on Western
companies.
Neither the sequence of events
leading to Google’s decision nor
the company’s ultimate goal in
rebuking China is fully understood. But this was not the first
time that the company had considered withdrawing from China,
according to a former company
executive. It had clashed repeatedly with Chinese officials over
censorship demands, the executive said.
Google said on Tuesday that
that in its investigation of the attacks on corporations, it found
that the Gmail accounts of Chinese and Tibetan activists, like
Ms. Seldon, had been compromised in separate attacks involving phishing and spyware.
Independent
security
researchers said that at least 34
corporations had been targets of
Continued on Page A12

Wall St. Ethos
Under Scrutiny
At a Hearing
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Meet Mikey, 8:
U.S. Has Him
On Watch List

The 10 members of the panel,
brows furrowed and some furiously taking notes, squared off
against the Wall Street chiefs in
Washington over the billions in
bonuses, and who
was really to
blame for bringing the financial
system to its
DEALBOOK
knees.
But the hearing shifted to new
ground when Phil Angelides,
chairman of the group, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission,
bore in on Lloyd C. Blankfein,
Goldman Sachs’s chairman.
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With Port-au-Prince hit by the worst earthquake in 200 years, the city struggled to rescue trapped victims and remove bodies.

‘I Just Want My Wife’s Corpse,’ Survivor Pleads Vast Destruction
By SIMON ROMERO

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — “I
just want my wife’s corpse,” said
Lionnel Dervil, pleading in vain
to bury his wife in his home province.
But no one at the Doctors Without Borders compound paid
much heed to the stricken Mr.
Dervil, 38, a money-changer and
father of four children. Instead,
doctors were frantically tending
to those still living who had
streamed in. A watchman tried to
keep a mob from pushing its way
inside.
It was hard to tell which was

worse, the suffering of the dozens
of victims behind the tall gate, or
the scene on the sidewalk outside.
One woman writhed on the
pavement of the compound’s
gate, her foot impaled by a piece
of wood. A grandmother silently
endured the pain of her right leg,
twisted like a pretzel. Anesthesia
remained a distant dream. Then
there were the bodies — dozens,
if not hundreds of them — starting to decompose under white
sheets.
Some of the bodies strewn on
the sidewalk had names scribbled on pieces of cardboard. “Regina” had died somewhere before

arriving at the entrance of the
private St. Esprit Hospital a few
blocks from the Doctors Without
Borders compound. No one there
could explain who Regina was.
Within the compound, a
French volunteer offered a harried summary: “We are overwhelmed. We don’t have capacity
for more victims. We don’t have
time to talk. Please, I do not know
what more to say. I must go now.”
Mr. Dervil fixed his tired gaze
on the soil below.
“I just want my wife’s corpse,”
he repeated. “I know they are
busy tending to the survivors,

Hobbles Effort
to Send Aid
By SIMON ROMERO

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
Survivors strained desperately
on Wednesday against the
chunks of concrete that buried
this city along with thousands of
its residents, rich and poor, from
shantytowns to the presidential
palace, in the devastating earthquake that struck late Tuesday
afternoon.
Calling the death toll “unimaginable” as he surveyed the
wreckage, Haiti’s president,
René Préval, said he had no idea
where he would sleep. Schools,
hospitals and a prison collapsed.
Sixteen United Nations peacekeepers were killed and at least
140 United Nations workers were
missing, including the chief of its
mission, Hédi Annabi. The city’s
archbishop, Msgr. Joseph Serge
Miot, was feared dead.
And the poor who define this
nation squatted in the streets,
some hurt and bloody, many
more without food and water,

KYODO NEWS, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

Houses, swallowed by a tsunami set off by an earthquake with a magnitude of 8.9, burned Friday in Natori, Japan, one of the areas that was hardest hit.

Japan’s Strict Codes and Drills Are Seen as Lifesavers
By JAMES GLANZ
and NORIMITSU ONISHI

Hidden inside the skeletons of highrise towers, extra steel bracing, giant
rubber pads and embedded hydraulic
shock absorbers make modern Japanese buildings among the sturdiest in
the world during a major earthquake.
And all along the Japanese coast, tsunami warning signs, towering seawalls
and well-marked escape routes offer
some protection from walls of water.
These precautions, along with earthquake and tsunami drills that are routine for every Japanese citizen, show
why Japan is the best-prepared country
in the world for the twin disasters of
earthquake and tsunami — practices

that undoubtedly saved lives, though
the final death toll is unknown.
In Japan, where earthquakes are far
more common than they are in the United States, the building codes have long
been much more stringent on specific
matters like how much a building may
sway during a quake.
After the Kobe earthquake in 1995,
which killed about 6,000 people and injured 26,000, Japan also put enormous
resources into new research on protecting structures, as well as retrofitting the
country’s older and more vulnerable
structures. Japan has spent billions of
dollars developing the most advanced
technology against earthquakes and
tsunamis.
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Continued on Page A15

Japan has gone much further than
the United States in outfitting new
buildings with advanced devices called
base isolation pads and energy dissipation units to dampen the ground’s shaking during an earthquake.
The isolation devices are essentially
giant rubber-and-steel pads that are installed at the very bottom of the excavation for a building, which then simply
sits on top of the pads. The dissipation
units are built into a building’s structural skeleton. They are hydraulic cylinders that elongate and contract as the
building sways, sapping the motion of
energy.
Of course, nothing is entirely foolContinued on Page A10

EARTHQUAKE IN JAPAN
NUCLEAR PLANTS Japanese officials is-

sued evacuation warnings for people living in the vicinity of two nuclear power
plants that had experienced breakdowns
in their cooling systems as a result of the
earthquake, and warned that small
amounts of radiation could leak from the
plants. PAGE A10
FLOOD DAMAGE There were tsunami

warnings around the Pacific Rim, including in Hawaii and California, but the vast
majority of destructive flooding occurred
in Japan itself. PAGE A9
ECONOMIC IMPACTS The fact that the

disaster hit well north of Japan’s primary manufacturing region should at least
soften the economic blow, both at home
and abroad. PAGE A9

TOKYO — Rescuers struggled to
reach survivors on Saturday morning
as Japan reeled after an earthquake and
a tsunami struck in deadly tandem. The
8.9-magnitude earthquake set off a devastating tsunami that sent walls of water washing over coastal cities in the
north. Concerns mounted over possible
radiation leaks from two nuclear plants
near the earthquake zone.
The death toll from the tsunami and
earthquake, the strongest ever recorded in Japan, was in the hundreds,
but Japanese news media quoted government officials as saying that it would
almost certainly rise to more than 1,000.
About 200 to 300 bodies were found
along the waterline in Sendai, a port city
in northeastern Japan and the closest
major city to the epicenter.
Thousands of homes were destroyed,
many roads were impassable, trains
and buses were not running, and power
and cellphones remained down. On Saturday morning, the JR rail company
said that there were three trains missing in parts of two northern prefectures.
While the loss of life and property
may yet be considerable, many lives
were certainly saved by Japan’s extensive disaster preparedness and strict
construction codes. Japan’s economy
was spared a more devastating blow because the earthquake hit far from its industrial heartland.
Japanese officials on Saturday issued
broad evacuation orders for people living in the vicinity of two separate nuclear power plants that had experienced
breakdowns in their cooling systems as
a result of the earthquake, and they
warned that small amounts of radiation
could leak from both plants.
On Friday, at 2:46 p.m. Tokyo time,
the quake struck. First came the roar
and rumble of the temblor, shaking skyscrapers, toppling furniture and buckling highways. Then waves as high as 30
feet rushed onto shore, whisking away
cars and carrying blazing buildings toward factories, fields and highways.
By Saturday morning, Japan was
filled with scenes of desperation, as
stranded survivors called for help and
rescuers searched for people buried in
the rubble. Kazushige Itabashi, an official in Natori City, one of the areas hit
Continued on Page A8

Give Up Familiar Light Bulb? As N.F.L. Talks In Libya Revolt, Youth Will Serve, or at Least Try
Not Without Fight, Some Say Fail, ’11 Season
By KAREEM FAHIM
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What explains different humanitarian responses to natural
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while others are “forgotten”?
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The conceptualization of victimhood, as reflected in, affirmed
by, and constructed through the media is what influences the
humanitarian response to disaster.
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The conceptualization of victimhood, as reflected in, affirmed
by, and constructed through the media is what influences the
humanitarian response to disaster.
The “ideal” conceptualization of victimhood must incarnate
notions of vulnerability and dependence. Poor, non-white
nations are objectified by the West as the ideal, helpless victim.

CASE STUDY
HAITI

JAPAN

Timely, comparable, and data-rich units of observation that
reflect countries of very different political and economic standing
in the realm of international politics.
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A man’s arm protrudes eerily from the rubble in Port-au-Prince yesterday amid the unimaginable devastation left by Tuesday’s 7.0 earthquake.
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DEATH WAVE
Huge quake, tsunami slam Japan
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Kyodo News

A man’s arm protrudes eerily from the rubble in Port-au-Prince yesterday amid the unimaginable devastation left by Tuesday’s 7.0 earthquake.

Orlando Barria/EPA
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Surging tsunami floodwaters carry burning homes and debris along a path of destruction in the aftermath of Japan’s 8.9-magnitude earthquake. PAGES 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
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RUINATION: The 8.9-magnitude quake
destroyed roads, buildings and other
structures, especially in the northeast.

STRANDED: A woman and a child take
shelter in Tokyo, hundreds of miles away
from the epicenter, but still affected.
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CLOSE TO HOME: Tsunami waves
capsized boats and destroyed docks
Friday at the Santa Cruz Yacht Harbor.

WASHED AWAY
DESTRUCTION: Hundreds dead as tsunami swallows northern cities
DANGER: Nuclear reactors raise anxiety; waves strike across Pacific

Players union decertifies;
owners begin lockout
What happened: Negotiations for a

new contract between the NFL and
the players union collapsed Friday,
putting the 2011 season in question.
The union decertified and players
filed an antitrust lawsuit against the
owners. The previous agreement
expired at 9 p.m. Friday.

At issue: Both sides remain divided

on revenue sharing and the amount
of league financial information that
should be disclosed to players to
justify the owners’ demands.

What’s next: The league began a

lockout Friday night, which the union
will try to prevent in federal court.

What it means: If the lockout is pre-

vented, the league must continue operating under a set of temporary rules
and free agency could begin in days. If
the lockout proceeds, causing the first
stoppage since ’87, players wouldn’t
have access to team facilities or playbooks, there would be no free agency
and all league activity would halt.

In Sports: How will it affect 49ers,

Raiders? PAGE D5

Online: For the latest updates on this

story, go to WWW.MERCURYNEWS.COM.

Sources: The Associated Press, New York Times
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Injured patients wait for treatment at the St. Esprit Hospital in central Port-au-Prince on Wednesday, a day after a magnitude 7.0 quake flattened much of the capital.

Rescuers search shattered nation;
death toll likely in tens of thousands
By Jonathan M. Katz
Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The earthquake spared neither
poor nor powerful: the president was homeless, the U.N. mission
chief missing, the archbishop dead. Whole neighborhoods were
flattened and perhaps tens of thousands of people killed in the latest catastrophe to befall impoverished Haiti.
Dazed survivors wandered past dead bodies in Port-au-Prince’s
rubble-strewed streets Wednesday, crying for loved ones, and rescuers searched collapsed buildings for signs of life.
The first cargo planes with food, water, medical supplies, shelter and sniffer dogs headed to the Western Hemisphere’s poorest
nation a day after the magnitude 7.0 earthquake flattened much of
the capital of 2 million people.
Hospitals, schools and the main prison collapsed in Tuesday’s

INSIDE, PAGES A4-A5
» BAY AREA: Small Haitian
community waits for news
» TWITTER: Tweets provide
some of the first reports
» GRAPHIC: Likely damage
to buildings in quake zone
» DAY AFTER: Pictures offer
a glimpse of the devastation
ONLINE EXTRA

Quake survivors seek safety outdoors
among devastation and the dead
By Tina Susman

Los Angeles Times

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — As darkness fell on Haiti’s capital Wednesday night, crowds gathered in the streets to spend the
evening in the relative safety of the outdoors.
Their lives turned upside down by Tuesday’s devastating magnitude 7.0 earthquake, many survivors broke out into communal
song, seeking to soothe themselves and remain calm in a city with
no power, little water, a limited number of inhabitable buildings
and scores of bodies strewed along the roadways.
But then, about 6:30 p.m., the songs turned to screams, as a
strong aftershock hit. Moments later, the crowds in the street
grew larger, as many of those who had remained inside ran from
their shaky shelters, away from the walls and ceilings that had
caused such destruction a day earlier.

KYODO NEWS/ASSOCIATED PRESS

NOTHING LEFT: Houses inundated by the tsunami burn in Natori. The death toll surpassed 400 Saturday, but is expected to rise.
FIRST RESPONSE

Meltdown possible
as military tries
to rescue survivors
By Jay Alabaster
Associated Press

SENDAI, Japan — Japan
launched a massive military
rescue operation Saturday af-
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The strongest earthquake
Kesennuma
ever recorded in Japan
triggered a tsunami Sendai
that swept over
200-300
cities and flat
bodies
farmland.
found

Fukushima

Challenge now is to
predict a tsunami’s
behavior on arrival
By Lisa M. Krieger

lkrieger@mercurynews.com

About 5,000 miles across the
Pacific Ocean, the earth erupted
more than 15 miles under the sea

Apple’s eagerly anticipated iPad
2, which went on sale Friday, is
more of a refinement of the original
than a major upgrade.
Its most noticeable difference is
its front- and rear-facing cameras
and three preinstalled software
programs that
take advantage of
them. Most of the
other upgrades
are either subtle,
such as its reduced
TROY WOLVERTON
weight and thickTECH FILES
ness, or hidden
from users, such
as its nominally speedier processor.
Of course, given how successful
the original iPad has been — and
how little attention its competition
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“I just want my wife’s corpse!”
“There is no one, nothing!”
“Amwe! Amwe!”
“Hey foreigner. We’re dying.”
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and free agency could begin in days. If
the lockout proceeds, causing the first
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DANGER: Nuclear reactors raise anxiety; waves strike across Pacific

Players union decertifies;
owners begin lockout
What happened: Negotiations for a

new contract between the NFL and
the players union collapsed Friday,
putting the 2011 season in question.
The union decertified and players
filed an antitrust lawsuit against the
owners. The previous agreement
expired at 9 p.m. Friday.

At issue: Both sides remain divided

on revenue sharing and the amount
of league financial information that
should be disclosed to players to
justify the owners’ demands.

What’s next: The league began a

lockout Friday night, which the union
will try to prevent in federal court.

“I just want my wife’s corpse!”
“There is no one, nothing!”
“Amwe! Amwe!”
“Hey foreigner. We’re dying.”

“I never experienced such a
strong earthquake in my life…I
thought it would stop but it just
kept shaking and shaking.” iPad 2 makes
What it means: If the lockout is pre-

vented, the league must continue operating under a set of temporary rules
and free agency could begin in days. If
the lockout proceeds, causing the first
stoppage since ’87, players wouldn’t
have access to team facilities or playbooks, there would be no free agency
and all league activity would halt.

In Sports: How will it affect 49ers,

Raiders? PAGE D5

Online: For the latest updates on this

story, go to WWW.MERCURYNEWS.COM.

Sources: The Associated Press, New York Times

NEW APPLE TABLET

a good first
impression

DAMON WINTER — NEW YORK TIMES

Injured patients wait for treatment at the St. Esprit Hospital in central Port-au-Prince on Wednesday, a day after a magnitude 7.0 quake flattened much of the capital.

Rescuers search shattered nation;
death toll likely in tens of thousands
By Jonathan M. Katz
Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The earthquake spared neither
poor nor powerful: the president was homeless, the U.N. mission
chief missing, the archbishop dead. Whole neighborhoods were
flattened and perhaps tens of thousands of people killed in the latest catastrophe to befall impoverished Haiti.
Dazed survivors wandered past dead bodies in Port-au-Prince’s
rubble-strewed streets Wednesday, crying for loved ones, and rescuers searched collapsed buildings for signs of life.
The first cargo planes with food, water, medical supplies, shelter and sniffer dogs headed to the Western Hemisphere’s poorest
nation a day after the magnitude 7.0 earthquake flattened much of
the capital of 2 million people.
Hospitals, schools and the main prison collapsed in Tuesday’s

INSIDE, PAGES A4-A5
» BAY AREA: Small Haitian
community waits for news
» TWITTER: Tweets provide
some of the first reports
» GRAPHIC: Likely damage
to buildings in quake zone
» DAY AFTER: Pictures offer
a glimpse of the devastation
ONLINE EXTRA

Quake survivors seek safety outdoors
among devastation and the dead
By Tina Susman

Los Angeles Times

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — As darkness fell on Haiti’s capital Wednesday night, crowds gathered in the streets to spend the
evening in the relative safety of the outdoors.
Their lives turned upside down by Tuesday’s devastating magnitude 7.0 earthquake, many survivors broke out into communal
song, seeking to soothe themselves and remain calm in a city with
no power, little water, a limited number of inhabitable buildings
and scores of bodies strewed along the roadways.
But then, about 6:30 p.m., the songs turned to screams, as a
strong aftershock hit. Moments later, the crowds in the street
grew larger, as many of those who had remained inside ran from
their shaky shelters, away from the walls and ceilings that had
caused such destruction a day earlier.
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NOTHING LEFT: Houses inundated by the tsunami burn in Natori. The death toll surpassed 400 Saturday, but is expected to rise.
FIRST RESPONSE

Meltdown possible
as military tries
to rescue survivors
By Jay Alabaster
Associated Press

SENDAI, Japan — Japan
launched a massive military
rescue operation Saturday af-
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Aftermath

8.9 earthquake

Kamaishi

The strongest earthquake
Kesennuma
ever recorded in Japan
triggered a tsunami Sendai
that swept over
200-300
cities and flat
bodies
farmland.
found

Fukushima

Challenge now is to
predict a tsunami’s
behavior on arrival
By Lisa M. Krieger

lkrieger@mercurynews.com

About 5,000 miles across the
Pacific Ocean, the earth erupted
more than 15 miles under the sea

Apple’s eagerly anticipated iPad
2, which went on sale Friday, is
more of a refinement of the original
than a major upgrade.
Its most noticeable difference is
its front- and rear-facing cameras
and three preinstalled software
programs that
take advantage of
them. Most of the
other upgrades
are either subtle,
such as its reduced
TROY WOLVERTON
weight and thickTECH FILES
ness, or hidden
from users, such
as its nominally speedier processor.
Of course, given how successful
the original iPad has been — and
how little attention its competition

FINDINGS II: HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE
•

NGO Response: Short-term focused, removed Haitian agency

•

US Government Response: Presence of US military forces

•

Celebrity Response: Mobilization of stars en masse

Hope for Haiti NOW

We Are the World Haiti 25

CONCLUSION
•

Implications on Theory: Add element of constructivism to
current approaches to disaster response that provides broader,
holistic explanation to why response varies.

•

Implications on Policy: We should be aware of conceptions of
victimhood and base our response outside patronizing views
that prevent us from affecting substantive change.
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